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Abstract
In the past 25 years, the scientific and industrial communities have made big efforts on the fields of
Damage Detection and Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). However, no single approach has proven
appropriate for all situations. Composite materials, which are receiving an increasing attention in the
aeronautical industry, namely Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP), are very sensitive to impacts of
medium and low energy. Typically, Barely Visible Impact Damage (BVID) will occur, constituting an
unsafe failure of difficult assessment. To assess (detect, locate and quantify) damage in this kind of
material is still a challenge, especially if a huge amount of sensors or expensive equipments at hand are
not used. In this work, a methodology that makes use of a reduced amount of conventional sensors is
explored, with the aim of locating damage for a low cost on components that are subjected to impacts
during service. This represents a considerable benefit, namely for the assessment of damage in
aeronautical components, compared to most methods used today. This work can also give a major
contribution to the research community since uncommon approaches will be used to model damage in
composite materials, namely the modal damping factor as the main feature for damage localization.
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1. Introduction
Vibration-based Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) and damage detection are fields of study that are
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arising great interest. Bonfiglioli et al. [1] argue that monitoring the health state of infrastructures seems
to be one of the largest industries in the world. Important advances in this field until 2002 are described in
Doebling et al. [2, 3] and Sohn et al. [4]. More recently, Montalvão et al. [5] presented a review on
vibration-based SHM with special emphasis on composite materials. Other reviews may bring insight in
more specific branches of damage detection and SHM [6-9].
The use of Fibre Reinforced Plastics (FRP) is experiencing an increased growth, namely in the
aeronautical, naval and automotive industries, because of their excellent mechanical properties in
conjunction with their low weight and easy shaping. Nevertheless, composite materials are very different
from metals with respect to their particular failure modes, which may be in the form of matrix cracking,
fibre breakage, interlaminar delamination, etc [10, 11]. Also, the extreme sensitivity of composite
materials to impact loads constitutes a hindrance to its utilization.
For aeronautical structures, a field where this problem has been quite studied, the components have to
undergo (i) low energy impacts caused by dropped tools or mishandling during assembly and
maintenance, (ii) medium energy impacts caused in-service by foreign objects such as stones or birds and,
(iii) in military aircraft, high energy impacts caused by weaponry projectiles [12].
In a low energy impact (but high enough to produce damage), only a very small indentation will be seen
on the impact surface. This level of damage is often referred to as Barely Visible Impact Damage (BVID).
Generally, Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP) are very sensitive to medium and low energy
impacts. Matrix cracks will appear and interact, leading to the delamination process. Moreover, on the
opposite side of the impact, it is possible that fibre breakage will occur.
Cawley and Adams [13] give a formulation for damage detection, localization and quantification,
concluding that damping might suffer an increase with damage on CFRPs. Based on the observation that
modal damping is a parameter with higher sensitivity to internal delamination on CFRPs than natural
frequencies, Keye et al. [14] develop a method using a forward approach in which the experimental and
analytical damping deviations are correlated through a modified form of the Modal Assurance Criterion
(MAC). Kyriazoglou et al. [15] explore the use of the Specific Damping Capacity (SDC) for damage
detection and localization in composite laminates. One important observation these authors provide is that
the resonant frequency did allow detecting cracks in Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) laminates
while, for CFRPs, no detectable changes in the resonant frequencies could be found; however, even for
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CFRPs, high changes were found in the SDC. Yam et al. [16] noted that the energy dissipation in a CFRP
is mostly induced by the interfacial slip across the delamination and the tendency for mutual penetration
between the upper and lower surfaces in the delamination region.
Most of the traditional methods are based on the fact that damage leads to appreciable reduction in the
stiffness of a structural element. Nevertheless, in structures made of composite materials there seems to
be a tendency for the use of damping as the damage feature, once damping variations – associated with
the dissipated energy – tends to be more sensitive to damage than the stiffness variations, mainly when
delamination is concerned.
Instrumentation is another aspect that must be taken into account apart from the features to be measured
for damage assessment, as several methods tend to rely on the use of a huge amount of sensors.
The proposed technique is mainly based on the mode shapes and the variation of the modal damping
factors between the undamaged and damaged states of the structure. It is also one of the purposes of this
technique that measurements are carried out with conventional “low-cost” transducers (in theory, only
one force and one response transducers are needed).
In summary, an inverse model-based approach for the experimental localization of damage in a CFRP
plate using as main feature the modal damping factor is presented. Some numerical simulations as well as
one experimental example are presented for assessment of the method.

2. The Damping Damage Indicator (DaDI)
Contrary to what happens in a crack, when a delamination or debonding failure mode is concerned,
friction between the interacting surfaces may occur for small bending deformations. Thus, since friction is
an energy dissipation mechanism, it is reasonable to assume that damping may be used as a parameter for
SHM, when this type of damage is concerned. In such a case, the material is locally heterogeneous and
damping should suffer an increase dependent on the deformation shape. The method presented herein is
based on the premise that different mode shapes have different sensitivities at the locations where damage
with a delamination is present. This principle is somehow similar to the one used in others methods such
as the Mode Shape Curvature (MSC) or the Mode Shape Slope (MSS) [17, 18].
By combining the use of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) with Updating techniques, it is possible to
obtain, with a reasonable degree of accuracy, a spatial description of the mode shapes and other physical
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quantities along the structure (such as strains, stresses, etc.). In the case of a thin plate, there will only be
two bending planes and both the length (x) and width (y) directions have to be considered. Thus, a Plane
Shape Function (PSF) is defined for mode r at a discretization node with co-ordinates (i, j) as
r
ij

PSF

X  + Y 
=
max X  max Y 
r
ij

r
ij

r
ij

r
ij
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where X and Y are two arbitrary mode dependent physical quantities in the directions x and y respectively.
Considering that a delamination only leads to an increase in the damping factor  , the discrepancy
between the undamaged and damaged state of the modal damping may be computed by

ηrD  ηr
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ηr
D
r
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where the superscript D stands for damage. It is assumed that the mode shapes and the natural frequencies
will not suffer a considerable change between the undamaged and damaged states of the structure.
Consequently, the PSF will also remain essentially unchanged. Then, an index, called Damping Damage
Indicator (DaDI), can be defined as
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For the application of equation (3), only the damping factors for both the damaged and undamaged
structure are required in addition to the PSF.
Replacing X and Y in equation (1) by the strains
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respectively, as strains are functions of both

the geometry of the structure and the material properties, the PSF is given by
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In this case, the DaDI given by equation (3) will be a function of both the modal strain shapes and modal
damping factors variation.

3 Procedural Guidelines
3.1. Structural Components
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Composite structures are usually low in weight when compared to metallic alloys. In the proposed
technique, one force and one response transducers must be used so that at least one point Frequency
Response Function (FRF) may be extracted. Unless a hammer is used to introduce the input excitation
force and non-contact transducers are used to measure the output response (such as a LASER
Vibrometer), the mass per unit area of a transducer may be relatively high when compared to the mass per
unit area of a composite panel. Also, for lightweight structures, the connecting wires and cables may have
an influence on the results that is difficult to predict. Hence, it is recommended that attached transducers
are treated as part of the structure, thus avoiding the use of mass cancelling procedure techniques which
may increase the uncertainty of the results.

3.2. Extracting Mode Shapes and Modal Damping Factors from the Structure
In order to obtain a spatial description of the mode shapes of the structure, one of the following
approaches can be used:


A scanning LASER vibrometer, or similar device, is used to measure the responses in several
nodes to a single-point excitation. Based on the out-of-plane displacements, the strains can be
estimated using numerical methods;



A Finite Element Model (FEM) of the structure can be used alternatively.

If a FEM is chosen, it is advisable to resort to experimental data for Updating, which means that both
approaches can be used together.
In order to identify the modal damping of both the undamaged and damaged states of the structure a
modal identification technique is used based on measured FRFs. In the present case, the modal damping
was thereafter identified using BETAlab software that makes use of the Characteristic Response Function
(CRF) [19, 20], but any other suitable tools can be used instead.

4. Specimen Used to Determine the DaDI
In order to determine the DaDI, numerical and experimental tests have been carried out. The specimen
considered is a quasi-isotropic CFRP rectangular plate with a (0, 45, 135, 90) S lay-up and approximate
dimensions of 2x241x390mm. Each layer is a woven carbon fibre prepreg constituted by Hexcel® G803
satin carbon fibre in HexPly® 200 phenolique matrix (200/40%/G803).
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It is considered that the force transducer, with an active mass of 18g (total mass is 21g) and moments of
inertia Ix=Iy=1.33x10-6 kgm2 and Iz=8x10-7 kgm2, is part of the structure.
The plate was modelled in ANSYS using a total of 1750 Shell63 elements, with 6 dof per each of the 4
nodes in the element and, for the damage localization, 6 regions have been considered, as shown in figure
1. Each of the 6 damage regions has 16 elements, corresponding to an area of approximately 1% of the
total area of the plate.
Experimentally, damage was introduced in location A1 only, but two succeeding scenarios of damage
were considered. In the first scenario, damage was introduced using an impact hammer from IMATEK. In
the second scenario, the existing damage was increased by quasi-static loading.

5. Numerical Examples
Nine numerical simulations have been performed in order to study different damage scenarios. The first 6
are single damage simulations in each of the locations A1 to A6. The other 3 simulations include multiple
damage locations (only damage in 2 different locations was studied). Damage was characterized by a
local damping factor variation† by setting a different damping factor to each of the Shell63 elements,
providing a global variation in the modal damping factors of the same order of magnitude of the
experimental results (its local value was increased 100 times so that modal damping factor variations up
to 200% could be found).
A total of 18 mode shapes has been considered in this study, in the range of 0 to 800 Hz. The probability
for the location of the damage is shown by the values of the DaDI along the plate (figure 2). Areas with a
higher DaDI value are more likely to be damage locations.
The nine snapshots taken and shown in figure 2 show the DaDI along the plate for a threshold level of
10% (only 10% of the total area of the plate is shown, corresponding to the highest values of DaDI). It
may be observed that, in the studied examples, false-positives are more likely to occur rather than falsenegatives, but in general the results are satisfactory, since DaDI is a probability indicator and shows a
high value at the effective locations.

6. Experimental Examples
†

Frequency Independent (ANSYS).
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For experimental assessment of the proposed technique, 2 experimental situations have been studied‡:


“Light” damage on location A1: damage introduced by impact. (A1H-A1D);



“Heavy” damage on location A1: previous damage introduced by impact followed by quasistatic pressure (A1D-A1DD).

In the first case, measurements were carried out in the 0 to 400 Hz frequency range, thus leading to the
modal identification of 8 modes only. In the second case measurements were carried out up to 800Hz and
18 modes have been identified.

6.1. Test Setup
A Pulse system from Brüel & Kjær (B&K), including a signal acquisition module (B&K type 3109) and
LAN interface module (B&K type 7533), was used for both the signal generation and acquisition.
The plate was suspended in a free-free configuration using two nylon strings. One multisine excitation
force was introduced at the top-left corner of the plate using an electromagnetic shaker (B&K type 4809)
and stinger. This force was measured using a force transducer (B&K type 8200) with charge amplifier
(B&K type 2706). Four responses were measured using a dual-channel LASER vibrometer from Polytec
(interferometer OFV 508 and controller OFV 2802i) and target reflective tape from 3M.
Except for the direct FRF, all the other response measurement locations were chosen so that they would
not be over a nodal line of the plate up to 400 Hz, as shown in figure 3. These nodal lines were obtained
for validation of the FEM, using two scanning LASER vibrometers from Polytec. In the first run (up to
400 Hz), for condition A1H (“light” damage reference case), a combintation of head OFC-056, controller
OFV-3001 and junction box PSV-Z-040M was used. In the second run (up to 800 Hz), for condition A1D
(“heavy” damage reference case) a combination of head PSV-400, controller OFV-5000 and junction Box
PSV-400 was used.

6.2. Some Considerations on the Damping Variation
Until now, it has been considered that the typical form of damage in a composite material is a
delamination. Furthermore, it was considered that this type of damage would lead to an increase in the

‡

For the sake of simplicity, the several conditions of the structure will be referred to as A1H (for the
health state), A1D (for the damage state introduced by impact) and A1DD (for the damage state
introduced by both impact and quasi-static loading).
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damping as a consequence of the energy loss due to friction. Nevertheless, another typical failure mode is
fibre breakage in the opposite face of the impact. In such a case, and if no significant delamination has
occurred, is it possible that the damping will decrease instead?
A hint may come from Hadi and Ashton [21] who experimentally determined the material damping of
several GFRP specimens showing that the damping factor is higher at low fibre volume fractions and that
it increases with increasing fibre orientation up to 30º. The damping factor decreases as the fibre
orientation increases above 30º. According to these authors, this happens because the total strain energy is
dominated by the in-plane shear strain energy, and this has its maximum value at this fibre orientation.
Thus, if a fibre breakage occurs in a specimen with no delamination, than it is reasonable to assume that,
for some mode shapes, damping will decrease.
In order to obtain some insight, it was decided to plot the damping variation

ΔηrD with respect to the

mode number, for both the experimental cases (figure 4).
The

ΔηrD is negative for some modes (dashed line). For instance, mode 2 has a negative value in both

situations, whereas mode 4 has a negative vale for situation A1H-A1D and a positive value for situation
A1D-A1DD. However, the negative values are generally low when compared to other values in the whole
domain. Since these results are not enough to draw a reliable conclusion so far, it was considered that, due
to the well known difficulty on estimating the modal damping with enough accuracy, the lower damping
values might be a consequence of uncertainty. Thus, the following correction has been made to the values
of

ΔηrD in the procedure:

Δη   min Δη   Δη
D
r

r

In this way, the modes that have a damping variation
minimum

D
r

D
r

=0

(5)

Δη  lower than the absolute value of the
D
r

ΔηrD are not considered as being sensitive to local damage. The effects of this correction on

the damping factor variations

ΔηrD can be observed in figure 4 (continuous line)§.

6.3. Results

§

This correction was not made for the numerical examples, since damage was simulated by a local

increase of the damping. Thus,

ΔηrD remained positive for all the modes.
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The DaDI values along the plate are shown in figure 5. For the A1H-A1D case, the damage is not clearly
identified and the presence of the force transducer seems to introduce a high influence on the results. It
must be pointed out that the force transducer weighs 21g, which represents 7% of the total weight of the
structure (296g). However, the damage is still located close to a high DaDI values area.
In the second example, A1D-A1DD, for a heavier damage and in which higher order mode shapes were
included, the DaDI points closer to the damage location. In fact, the two highest values of the DaDI occur
within the “bean shaped” damage probability location area, one of each is precisely at the co-ordinates of
impact.
Comparison of situations A1H-A1D and A1D-A1DD raises the question of what is influencing more the
results: the damage severity or the number of available mode shapes? To answer this question, or at least
to have a better insight on the influence of the number and type of mode shapes, the DaDI for situation
A1D-A1DD was recalculated, using modes 1 to 8 separated from modes 9 to 18, as shown in figure 6.
Observation of these pictures shows that not only the amount of available modes is important, but also the
lower order modes are necessary in damage localization techniques. In fact, while using the same amount
of modes, cases A1H-A1D and A1D-A1DD are not very different from each other with respect to the
damage localization, although the probability area is sparse. Both cases highlight the presence of the force
transducer. On the other hand, when used separately, higher order modes tend to provide several falsepositives. In summary, it can be said that lower order modes provide a fuzzy probability distribution of
the damage location whereas higher order modes sharpen the damage location prediction.

6.4. Some Considerations on the Frequency Variation
It is reasonable to assume that fibre breakage locally reduces the stiffness of the component and thus a
shift on the natural frequencies may happen. Nevertheless, they will not be as evident as changes in
damping caused by interlaminar friction, when a delamination is present. In the damage case A1D-A1DD
the variation of both the natural frequencies and modal damping factors were plotted in order to evaluate
whether the frequency would suffer a significant increase in the presence of damage (figure 7). It can be
seen that, when compared to damping, the relative frequency shifts are very low. In this particular case,
the highest frequency shift observed was a decrease of 1.3% only, whereas the highest modal damping
factor variation showed an increase of 163%.
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7. Conclusions
A novel method for the localization of delamination damage in composite materials has been presented,
using conventional, “low-cost” and generally easy to obtain equipment. This method uses the modal
damping factor variation from a reference state to a damaged state as feature. It also makes use of the
modal strain shapes, described by what is called a Plane Shape Function (PSF), as a tool to spatially
describe the local sensitivity to damage. The damage location is assessed by an index, called the Damping
Damage Indicator (DaDI), which provides a geometrical probability indication of the damage location.
It is possible to highlight the following advantages of this method:


In theory, only one response transducer may be used (more are required to avoid modal nodes
and to reduce the uncertainty);



It is applicable at low-cost to structures that have not been previously instrumented;



So far, it provides a probability geometrical description of the damage location for any bidimensional structure.

As disadvantages, the following can be pointed out:


It either requires a reliable FEM (Updating is desirable) or experimentally measured mode
shapes;



As other related methods, its success is strongly dependent on the amount (and type) of mode
shapes used;



It is neither false-positive nor false-negative free, although false-positives are more likely to
occur.

Further research is still required, however, in order to improve the sensitivity of the method and avoid
both false-positives and false-negatives. Although not explored in this paper, it is the belief of the authors
that further developments of this technique will allow to both provide a measure of the severity of damage
and to distinguish between delamination and fibre breakage in CFRPs.
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Fig. 1 – FEM of the studied plate: force transducer and damage locations.
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Fig. 2 – DaDI probability along the plate: numerical examples (area threshold level ≈10%).
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Fig. 3 – Measurement locations for the responses, experimental damage location and nodal lines of the
plate until the 400 Hz frequency range (8 modes visible).
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A1H-A1D Damage Case
8 modes, 0-400 Hz
Lower DaDI

A1D-A1DD Damage Case
18 modes, 0-800 Hz
Higher DaDI

Fig. 4 - DaDI probability along the plate: experimental examples (area threshold level ≈10%).
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A1

A1D-A1DD Damage Case
Modes 1 to 8, 0-400 Hz
Lower DaDI

A1D-A1DD Damage Case
Modes 9 to 18, 400-800 Hz
Higher DaDI

Fig. 5 – DaDI probability along the plate: experimental example A1D-A1DD for lower order modes (left)
and higher order modes (right) (area threshold level ≈10%).
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“Light” Damage Case - A1H-A1D

Fig. 6 – Damping variation

“Heavy” Damage Case - A1D-A1DD

ΔηrD (dashed line) and correction (continuous line) with respect to the mode

number for cases A1H-A1D (left) and A1D-A1DD (right).
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Fig. 7 – Natural frequency and modal damping factor shifts due to the presence of damage for the
experimental case A1D-A1DD.
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